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Students corner
'First, do no harm' is your line 

Memorize it, behold it, always abide by it no matter what 
As doctors we are all pledged to live by this oath 

And from the day we decide to be a doctor, we are filled with a lot of
things... 

Expectations, pride, responsibility....
 

A dentist is responsible for the smiles on the faces
The part of body that also tells the mental state of a person

Smiles are directly connected to the heart...
You show on your face what you feel in your heart

 
So, 'First do no harm' line is very important here 

Because if you harm, then a person can loose happiness forever 
Doctors get to give the gift of life 

And dentists give the gift of laughter 
 

It is tough for these white coat superheroes to leave their family
behind so you can smile 

They will always put up a fake smile on their own faces so you don't
have pain even for awhile 

 
A lot is expected from them 

Sacrifice, diligence, instincts...
All together at the same time 

As if they are a different species who are born to do multi tasking 
 

Their life is not normal
They work, study, prepare for years leading to a day 

A moment earlier they are just preparing and the next they are doctors 
It is just so sudden and frightening with no transition 

 
You are expected to toss the coin and make the right decisions 

You are expected to pay attention all the time and just pray that your
patients are healthy 

Many doctors say that it only takes one person, one patient, one
moment 

To change your life...change your identity 
 

That's when you know you have become a doctor 
That's when you are ready to make and repair smiles 
Because the joy of giving life,giving smiles is so much 

That you don't realize that sometimes you hurt yourself in the process 
 

But still you keep giving some more, and then some more.... 
 

Vaidehi



પોતાના �વાથ� માં �નદ� યી થયેલો 
આજે �ાસ માટે રઘવાયો છે માનવી

�કૃ�તના ખોળા ને �ંૂદતો
આજે અહ� ટકવા અટવાયો છે માનવી

દયા�ુ ને �નદ�ષ ને �ંૂટતો 
આજે પોતે �ંૂટાતા ડઘાયો છે માનવી

નદ� �કનારે ટહેલતો
આજે �મશાનના નામે ગભરાયો છે માનવી

�ૃ� કાપતા ન અટકાતો
આજે ઓ�સીજન માટે કરગય� છે માનવી

�લા��ટકમાં દરેક વ��ુ ને �ુરતો
આજે એજ �લા�ટ�ક માં �ુરાયો છે માનવી

                                      -Yuvraj

Students cornor
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